Should Travellers have Priorities for COVID 19 Vaccine?
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To the Editor-in-Chief,

Travel forms an integral part for various purposes mainly to maintain healthy national and international business. The international business travel constitutes 14% of the total travel [1]. The travel industry is known to be third largest export category globally and has accounted US$ 1.7 trillion exports in 2018 or nearly US $5 billion per day for international
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tourism. Thus, the international tourism has contributed in 7% of global exports and 29% of the world’s services exports [1,2]. However due to SARS-COV-2 pandemic, the travel industry has faced dramatic set-back. It was observed that the initial cross-country and cross-continent spread of COVID-19 disease was primarily via air travel. Hence, the air travel was banned across various countries. However, the ban in airlines and domestic as well as international travel has caused huge economic loss and has affected global market [3].

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the preparedness of safe travel on restarting the air travel was given emphasis. The major component of safe travel depends on traveller’s health. Risk factors such as age and underlying co-morbidities like chronic cardiac or respiratory illness, diabetes mellitus and immunocompromise state pose a greater risk for severe COVID-19 [4-7]. The second essential component is determination of nature and type of travel for example if air-travel, adequate safety measures taken by the traveller, the ground staff as well as airline crew in terms of using masks, maintaining distance and sanitisation within regular intervals, entry and exit screening and temperature checks, case finding and contact tracing, and mandatory isolation and quarantine for returning residents or travelers. Lastly, insurance policies and government regulations for air travel should be looked upon [8].

Most of airlines around the world are strictly complying with precautionary measures during COVID-19 pandemic [8]. As it is well known that prevention is better than cure, which focuses the need for vaccination for a traveller. The recent version of International Health Regulations (IHR) recommends the use of vaccine entry requirements for “any event with the potential to be a public health emergency of international concern”. Categorising the areas on basis of the burden of COVID-19 active cases and potential ratio of cured to ratio of deceased cases will give us the actual picture of the safety for travel and would help us in risk categorisation. Learning from the strict regulations of entry requirements of yellow fever vaccination into vulnerable countries can be studied and implemented accordingly for feasibility of vaccination in case of COVID-19 scenario [9-10]. If such mandatory considerations are proposed for COVID-19 vaccination by IHR, it would certainly prevent the further spread of the disease and ensure travel safety.

In summary, this letter was aimed to emphasize that the requirement of COVID-19 vaccination for travellers could be based on risk-based categorisation of countries requiring COVID-19 vaccination where entry requirements are recognised, vaccination safety and affordability, acceptable protection rate, and duration of protection must be scrutinised. The intent should be protection of travellers from contracting the disease and prevention of travellers introducing the disease into a high-risk country.
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